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IMnle 14. Make from 5 to 10 lines of each word, writing them one full space high for the short letters. Then make them the same size as tin-

work given in the copy. In making your work smaller than for one tull space high, it would he well to rule tour paper a» indicated in the plate.
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Plnle 15. Work on the three exercises found in this plate thoroughly and carefully, before taking up the words. Make the words one full space

high and the same size as the copy. It would be well to make several line's ot each word in both sizes. Careful, thoughtful practice will do much to

improve vour work. Keep in mind that it is impossible for you to write rapidly and do good engraver's script.
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Plate 16. Make five lines of each word in this plale, in both large and small sixes. The shaded stroke in the /, h and k can he made first.

Then make the right side of the top of the letter afterwards.

Ccmce/
Plata 17. Review this lesson carefully, and write from five to ten lines of each word, making them in their large form, also the same size given

in the plate.

*

z.

Plate 18. Practice the four exercises given in this plate thoroughly and carefully, making them both large and small. Notice carefully the slant
on the j and y in this plate. You will notice we have given two styles of the small /". It would be well to practice both of them.
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Plate 19. In this plate we have given the / and q and the review words for / and d. Practice the top line thoroughly before taking up the

words. It would be well to make about five lines of each word as indicated in the copy. Do not write fast, it matters not how perfect you can make
the letters. Slow, exact work in this is required.

Plate 20. In this plate we are giving th* practice words for the /. / and Work each word Carefully as previously instructed] doing your best

to imitate the copy, making ihem both large and small. Notice carefully the disjointed effect of each downward stroke, and get your work to look the

same. It is not the amount of work you do, but the kind that counts in this writing.
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Plato 1. Place the paper in the proper writing position, using the finger movement for all work of this kind. This plate should be worked

with the fle 'hb
h,rokes aR Ind,cated in the copy. It would be well to try shading them a little heavier than indicated. Use an oblique pent

thor-

holder
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ows the P«nciple used in quite a number of the small letters. The second line shows the principle used inthe small v. Number 7 g.ves the v hn.shed two ways. Number S gives the », showing how the principal strokes arc disjoined. Work of this kindshould be made very slowly at first. Practice all the copies in this plate thoroughly, making them all one full space high.
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VUtt 3. In this plate is given four movement exercises, including the »/. «, /and «. four letters that require a great deal of practice in order to
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Plate I. Review the exercises found in this plate, making them one full space high, hcing careful to lift the pen at the base line each lime.

/m/// /h*y /ms/ /m&y stwi/ stm/ jwi/

Plate 5. In this plate we have a few small words. Work on each one thoroughly, making them larger than indicated in the copy. Then try

them the same size, kcepingjn mind that this work is not written at a rapid rate.
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Plate H. Work each of the letters given in this plate thoroughly, being careful to get your work as near like the copy as you possibly* can, with

the exception that you can make il larger than indicated.

jimmy ^^^^
^<mwztm/ Js/M^izjy J^zm<m4/ swaa/

Plate 7. Make ten lines of each word in this lesson, keeping them one full space high. Then write five lines of each word the same size as the
copy given. Notice carefully the disjoined effect of each letter and stop at the base line. The square effect of the letters at the top is made by touch-
ing" them up afterwards.

jemcm/'jml&M/[^emcm/jmam/'swww/

Plate H. Work this lesson the same as Number 7, being careful to make the letters as near like the copy as you can. Make them both large and
small. Slow, careful work is much desired in this kind of writing.
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Piste ». Practice each of the letters and exercises as indicated in this plate, making them one full space high. Then write ten lines ot each of

the words found in the lower line of the plate, making them both large and small. The paper should be ruled when your work is less than one space

high.
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jtww/ yWm/ /mat/ /wwf /n&tt^

Plate 10. Review this lesson thoroughly and carefully, making about ten lines of each exercise, both large and small.

<ctm/ /ms?//?/ ycaa^/ /vjm/ yCtzm^/ ^
777777777 JJJJMJJJy ///r/rrr AMM/
Aewm/ J-Tzme/ /777imJy JjetmT&ztF

Plate 1 1. Review this lesson the same as Number io, making them both large and small. Write slowly and carefully.
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Pint© 12. Work each of the exercises found in this plate thoroughly and carefully, making them one full space high, and the same size as given

in the copy.
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Plate 13. Work this plate the same as Number 12, making each of the exercises in their large form first, then make them the size of the work
given in this plate.
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Plate 30 and 31. Work the two plates given on thi. page the same as previously instructed, being careful to do your very best work.

Plate 3& Work the four sentences given in this plate, making them in their large form and the same size as given in the copy,
and slowly, and try tor perfect forms.

Work car
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Plate 33. Work this plate the same as Number 32, being careful to get the formation of letters as

exact work Id the kind wanted for this itjle of writing.
near perfect as you possibly can. Slow, careful,

an

Plate 34. Work this plate the same as previously instructed, remembering that it is not so much the matter of movement as it is form,

d shading* are the requirements necessary to become a good script writer.
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Plate 30a Practice the a, r, s and / a while first, before taking up the sentences in their large traced form. Finish the work by writing from five

lo ten lines of each sentence, getting them as near the size of the copy as you possibly can.
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Plate 37. Practice each of the capitals given in this plate before writing the three sentences. Work on the sentences in their large and regular
size as indicated in previous instructions, doing jour best to get smooth, even work. The lessons in this book can be reviewed many, many times with
good results. The more you practice this kind ot work, the easier it becomes to execute.
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Plato 21. In this plate we have given a few of the easy exercises, showing the principal parts of the / and adding the practice of the small /.

and the wonls to accompany it. Work each word carefully ami thoroughly in both large and regular size*.
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Plate 22. Work each word as indicated in the copy, having your paper ruled to suit the height that you want to make the letters,

fully and slowly, getting your letters as near perfect as you possibly can.

Work care-
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Plate 23. In this plate you will notice that the shading is a little heavier, which makes the work stand out and look a great deal better. Practice
each word as previously instructed, making them both large and small. Try for smooth, even shades.
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Plate 24. Review all the words in this lesson, doing your best to get even, smooth shades. Make each word in its large and small sizes.
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PlAto 25. This alphabet of capitals, small letters and figures, is given as a model, and is undoubtedly the best and most perfect alphabet of this

kind that has ever been written. After working the lessons using the capital letters, this alphabet could be taken up and worked through from a to z.

*

Plato 2(5. In this plate we give six words beginning with the capital letters. Work each word in its largo traced form first, then practice them
the same size as given in the copy, being careful to get your work as near perfect as you possibly can. The capital letters are made with the finger

movement, and are executed slowly.
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Plato 27. Work the six words in this plate as previously instructed, doing your best to get the capital and small letters as near
tan make them. Work tor smooth shades, even spacings and height, and do not work rapidly.
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Plato 28. Work this plate the same as Number 2?y trying for accuracy ami not for movement. Carrful work counts.
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Plate 29. Work on this plate as previously instructed, doing your best to get smooth, even shades, and perfect letters.
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